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BNY Mellon’s HedgeMark specializes in supporting institutional clients in the 
development and operation of their own private hedge fund dedicated managed 
account (DMA) platforms.

HedgeMark combines a singular focus and a deep bench of experienced staff to 
offer what we believe is the most comprehensive model in the industry. HedgeMark 
seamlessly handles the set-up, operations and oversight of your DMA platform. We 
do one thing: launch and service DMAs. We’ve developed and refi ned our operations 
and technology with one purpose—to make every step of the DMA process easier, 
more effi cient and more transparent.

No representation is made that any Dedicated Managed Account’s investment process, objectives, goals or risk management techniques will or are likely to be achieved or be successful or that 
any Dedicated Managed Account or any underlying investment will make any profi t or will not sustain losses. The risks of investing in hedge fund strategies will not be negated or even mitigated by 
HedgeMark’s Dedicated Managed Account platforms, analytic tools, compliance policies or monitoring and no assurance is given that any Dedicated Managed Account will not be exposed to risks, 
including but not limited to, signifi cant trading losses and loss of principal. Dedicated Managed Accounts are not insured by FDIC (or any other state or federal agency) and are not deposits of or 
guaranteed by BNY Mellon. An investment in hedge fund strategies is speculative, should be discretionary capital set aside for speculative purposes, involves a high degree of risk and is not suitable 
for all investors. Investors could lose all or a substantial portion of their investment and must have the fi nancial ability, sophistication, experience and willingness to bear the risks of an investment 
long term. Hedge fund strategies may be signifi cantly leveraged and performance may be volatile. Accounts pursuing hedge fund strategies commonly enter into swaps, futures, forwards, options and 
other derivative transactions for various hedging and/or speculative purposes that can result in volatile fund performance.HedgeMark is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon 
Corporation. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may also be used as a generic term to reference the Corporation as a whole and/or its various subsidiaries 
generally. Products and services may be provided under various brand names and in various countries by subsidiaries, affi liates, and joint ventures of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation where 
authorized and regulated as required within each jurisdiction. Not all products and services are offered at all locations. The statements contained herein, are not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell 
any products (including fi nancial products) or services or to participate in any particular strategy mentioned and should not be construed as such. Trademarks, service marks and logos belong to their 
respective owners. © 2020 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. All rights reserved.
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A preferred mode of 
investment? 

Managed accounts increasingly take centre stage  
By Hugh Leask

For all the attendant challenges facing 
hedge funds – from greater fee pres-
sures and more onerous compliance 

burdens to lacklustre performance and inves-
tor aversion – the industry has time and again 
demonstrated its ability to continually innovate 
and reshape the way it does business.

As the balance of power moves decisively 
away from managers and towards investors, 
managed accounts have continued to gain 
traction among allocators who want a greater 
degree of control, customisation and tailoring 
in their alternative investments, underpinned 
by the promise of increased transparency in 
portfolios and the appeal of lower fees.

As interest in managed account investing 
has piqued – industry estimates suggest an 
annual double-digit growth in this area – the 

notion of the structure gradually becoming 
the investment model of choice in the future 
appears to be borne out by the numbers: more 
than a third (36 per cent) of investors polled 
in last year’s JP Morgan’s annual Institutional 
Investor Survey allocated to hedge funds 
through managed accounts in 2018, up from 
29 per cent in 2016 – with that number tipped 
to grow further.

“Year-over-year, there continues to be an 
increase in demand for managed accounts,” 
observes Joshua Kestler, head of the business 
at HedgeMark, the USD23 billion hedge fund 
dedicated managed account platform unit of 
BNY Mellon. 

“As hedge fund managed accounts become 
more mainstream, we see increasing demand 
from new allocators looking to adopt the 
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in excess of USD25 billion. “But transparency 
and control are still clearly important elements 
and remain a key factor in investing via man-
aged accounts.”

Alexander Hill, director of alternative invest-
ments consulting, at Societe Generale Prime 
Services adds: “I think the managed accounts 
model has obvious benefits to several strategy 
types if there is scalability. 

“If it’s a pure futures only CTA strategy, for 
instance, then a managed account is bene-
ficial because you can fund it with margin, 
rather than having to put the full amount of 
capital in. That, for some allocators, is a better 
and more effective use of the capital that they 
have to play with.”

On the other hand, however, Hill believes 
managed account structures can get more 
tricky when the strategies involve non-cleared 
products that are traded bilaterally. “This can 
increase the complexity of the execution 

structure, and from existing investors to grow 
their exposure to manage accounts. I expect 
that to be the case into 2020 as well.”

Of those investors currently allocating to 
hedge funds through managed accounts, 
more than a third (34 per cent) planned to 
increase their usage, according to JP Morgan’s 
wide-ranging survey – with pension funds (60 
per cent) and fund of funds (57 per cent) most 
keen to expand their use.

What’s fuelling this upsurge? Nathanael 
Benzaken, chief client officer at Lyxor Asset 
Management, identifies the prevailing macro 
environment as a major driver of growth. 

“We have been seeing growing interests 
for ‘diversification strategies’, as most tradi-
tional asset classes – equities, fixed income 
and credit – are perceived as expensive, and 
within some regions negative long-term inter-
est rates.” Consensus, according to Benzaken, 
suggests this sentiment is likely to last for 
some time.

“Hedge funds exhibit compelling diversifi-
cation features while being reasonably liquid, 
compared to illiquid assets such private equity, 
real estate or infrastructure. As appetite for 
hedge funds and liquid alts grows, so does 
the average size of the investment. To have 
an impact on the overall portfolio, such invest-
ments needs to be properly sized. The bigger 
the size, the bigger the exposure to oper-
ational risk and the stigmata of the Madoff 
and alike is still vivid. The managed account 
framework provides a solution to mitigate this 
operational risk, enabling to scale up alloca-
tion with greater level of security.”

Control of capital
Transparency continues to be a dominant 
theme in the managed account-hedge fund-in-
vestor dynamic. But greater control over 
assets, fees and expenses has also become 
an increasingly live issue, according to JP 
Morgan’s annual survey – with clients placing 
a particularly keen focus on lowering the costs 
of a hedge fund investment programme.

“Large Institutional investors have dis-
covered they have increasing leverage 
to customise the mandate and negotiate 
lower fees, which consequently can lead to 
increased risk adjusted returns,” observes 
Andrew Allright, CEO of InfraHedge, the 
hedge fund managed account infrastructure 
unit of State Street which currently manages 

Large Institutional investors have discovered they 
have increasing leverage to customise the mandate 
and negotiate lower fees, which consequently can 
lead to increased risk adjusted returns.

Andrew Allright, InfraHedge
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attract investor capital, with managed account 
money increasingly comprising a bigger slice 
of hedge funds’ overall AUM.

“Managers are beginning to understand that 
managed accounts are here to stay and that 
in many instances are becoming the preferred 
investment structure for institutional alloca-
tors,” says Kestler.

EY’s study found that more than 60 per cent 
of all hedge fund managers, including more 
than 75 per cent of those with assets greater 
than USD10 billion, now offer their strategies 
in separately managed accounts. In turn, man-
agers report an increase in their SMA-based 
assets from 25 per cent in 2018 to 32 per cent 
in 2019. Looking ahead, close to 40 per cent of 
managers expect this trend to continue, EY’s 
report noted, double that number a year ago.

 What has changed in the industry is the 
rise of what we call dedicated managed 
accounts,” Kestler continues. “Allocators have 
used their influence and dollars to change the 
conversation. Large institutional investors who 
can put USD100, or USD200 or USD300 million 

set-up and reduce the scalability benefits due 
to higher funding requirements.”

A snowball effect
From the other side of the fence, there has 
been a sweeping change in hedge fund man-
ager willingness to participate in, and offer, 
managed account products in recent years. 

Close to two-thirds of hedge fund manag-
ers have reported successes in launching 
new and non-traditional offerings for clients, 
including customised portfolios and separately 
managed accounts, according to EY’s annual 
Global Alternative Fund Survey, published in 
November. As a result, hedge fund managers 
are now increasingly open to offering up their 
strategies to allocators in more tailored and 
bespoke formats.

Underpinning this momentum is the chal-
lenging fundraising environment for hedge 
funds over the past few years, as performance 
has remained decidedly mixed compared with 
other investment products. This has prompted 
managers to seek out alternative ways to 

Managers are beginning to 
understand that managed accounts 
are here to stay and that in many 
instances are becoming the 
preferred investment structure for 
institutional allocators.

Joshua Kestler, HedgeMark
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or more into a vehicle, are able to use 
this leverage to tell managers that if 
they want investor capital, they’re 
going to have to provide access to the 
strategy through a managed account.”

With the investor-manager-interme-
diary dynamic in a considerable state 
of flux, Evan Katz, managing director 
of New York-based hedge fund fund-
raising firm Crawford Ventures and 
former member of the Hedge Fund 
Association’s Board of Directors, sees 
managed accounts platforms reaching 
a critical mass.

“There is an increasing trend for a) 
investors looking at managed account 
platforms as a way of sourcing and 
allocating to hedge funds; and b) 
hedge funds looking to use MAPs 
in order to get increased and addi-
tional exposure to more alternative 
investment allocators, namely, more 
institutional investors and family 
offices,” says Katz.

“As more allocators and more 
hedge funds become increas-
ingly familiar and comfortable 
with MAP concepts and technol-
ogies, the onboarding continues, 
and there has been an snowball 
effect. That is, with an increas-
ing number of managers on the 
platforms, the more relevant and 
helpful they are to allocators. And 
conversely, the more allocators that 
are on the platforms, the more appeal-
ing it is for managers and funds to be 
on MAPs.”

The evolving landscape
The sheer range of choices on offer 
reflect the diverse and continual-
ly-evolving backdrop in this sector. 
Dating back to the 1990s, the man-
aged accounts model for hedge 
fund investing initially surfaced out 
of a latent demand for exposure to 
trend-following strategies. Since then, 
though, managed account platforms 
have become home to the full scope 
of hedge fund strategies, with quan-
titative funds and strategies run by 
emerging managers attracting notable 
investor inflows into MAPs. 

“A lot of smaller CTAs that are one-
man bands or one-woman bands 
know how to make great money 
and to put up significant alpha with 
less-correlated returns, but many may 
not have sufficient infrastructure nec-
essary to attract as many allocators 
as would larger and more established 
funds,” says Katz.

“Similarly, a lot of emerging manager 
hedge fund platforms have popped up 
because it seems to be a niche area 
that a lot of allocators know will pro-
duce some of the greatest returns.”

Underlining this point, Katz points to 
numerous hedge fund industry studies 
and research that found that emerg-
ing manager hedge funds, on average, 
achieve 100 to 300 basis points a year 
better returns than larger, more estab-
lished funds. 

“Industry experts theorise that such 
longstanding and continued outper-
formance is because the smaller and 
younger emerging manager funds 
are both a) more “nimble” and also 
b) “hungrier” than their much larger 
and more established colleagues,” 
he says. “Yet some allocators can 

be a bit skittish of some of the actual 
or perceived risks and infrastruc-
ture shortcomings of some of these 
emerging managers, and therefore 
may want to avail themselves of the 
platform approach.”

Expanding on this point, Katz con-
tinues: “99% of so-called emerging 
managers are, in fact, actually sea-
soned professionals who have run 
money very successfully at other 
shops. There are many who are 
in their late thirties, forties, fifties or 
even sixties, often with decades of 
experience.

“Many emerging managers have 
great teams, great track records and 
certainly enough infrastructure to 
support allocations even from some 
of the world’s top investors. But to 
the extent that some allocators may 
have misperceptions about emerging 

manager operational risks, man-
aged account platforms may be 
a better way of accessing them.”

Along with shifts in senti-
ment, the sector is also seeing 
structural changes. While man-
aged accounts are now often 
dedicated to clients, especially 
for large hedge fund allocators, 
there is nonetheless a growing 
demand for commingled man-
aged accounts, offered to several 

clients, domiciled either offshore or 
onshore. 

For Lyxor Asset Management, 
the strategic model is to offer both 
dedicated and commingled, primar-
ily UCITS, managed accounts, says 
Nathanael Benzaken.

“For dedicated managed accounts 
large allocators have and will con-
tinue to adopt the managed account 
as their primary way of allocating 
to hedge funds when they want 
their hedge fund portfolio to have 
an impact on their overall allocation 
– to ‘move the needle’ as it is often 
characterised. But it requires sizeable 
investments,” explains Benzaken. 

“For commingled managed 
accounts, the rise of UCITS outside 
the US as a way to access talented, 

As more allocators and more 
hedge funds become increasingly 
familiar and comfortable with MAP 
concepts and technologies, the 
onboarding continues, and there 
has been an snowball effect.

Evan Katz, Crawford Ventures
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He also flags up a number of challenges 
for investors “both in the structuring of fund 
vehicles and the operational complexities of 
suddenly moving from a single line item to rep-
resent a fund valuation to potentially hundreds 
of thousands of line items.”

Commenting on InfraHedge’s approach, he 
continues: “Our platform focuses on the infra-
structure to provide a window into how the fund 
is operating and performing and whether it is 
compliant with regulatory or investor investment 
guidelines. To do this, you need both expertise 
in fund investment, accounting and operational 
understanding and the automated technology 
to process, clean and normalise, and present 
reporting output in a meaningful manner.” 

He adds: “Managed accounts are still pre-
dominantly used by the largest institutional 
investors as managers will still baulk at set-
ting up accounts with low AUM. However, 
more thought is being given in the industry 
about creating fund platforms where smaller 
investors can allocate,” Allright says of current 
trends. “Some of these are gaining traction but 
there will I think always be the need for the 
traditional co-mingled flagship fund structure 
in the market.” n

often non-Europe based managers seems to 
be unstoppable. It is not only attractive for 
investors – it is a regulated ‘mutual fund’ – with 
all the managed account benefits, but it is also 
quite attractive for managers willing to diversify 
their client base outside their own markets. 
This is particularly true for managers outside 
Europe as the offshore format is restricted in 
Europe,” he adds. 

Maintaining momentum
Turning to current challenges and future oppor-
tunities, Benzaken believes the primary barrier 
to growth is available investment capacity. 

“If there is available investment capacity from 
a manager, there is no good reason to refuse to 
manage a managed account. Premier manag-
ers have adopted it,” he says. He notes that for 
UCITS managed accounts, certain UCITS rules 
regarding liquidity, volatility and ineligible assets 
means not all traditional hedge fund strategies 
can be structured in a UCITS format.

But, Benzaken adds, an advanced managed 
account solution continues to provide considera-
ble added value for a client – “what is often called 
structural alpha,” he says – spanning greater 
transparency, fee structure negotiation, increased 
leverage for more cash efficiency, and optimisa-
tion of administrative costs and expenses. 

More recently, as environment, social and 
governance (ESG) matters have become a 
firm fixture among investor concerns, man-
aged account solutions have started to help 
build in an ESG framework into model. The 
most basic version is the implementation of a 
proprietary exclusion list, Benzaken notes. “We 
are working on expanding towards a proper 
comprehensive ESG framework,” he adds.

Looking ahead, while managed accounts 
continue to draw in investors, it remains to be 
seen whether the model will ultimately become 
the investment vehicle of choice when comes 
to investors allocating to hedge funds.

The product itself remains diverse in scope, 
while Allright also points to the growing geo-
graphical divergence in managed accounts. 
“In North America, there have been a string 
of new mandates and it is still the dominant 
area for managed account investing,” says 
Allright. “The APAC community is by and large 
still in discovery mode and to date there are 
few investors that invest in this vehicle. The 
demand in EMEA is principally through asset 
managers launching multi-manager UCITS”.

If there is available investment capacity from a 
manager, there is no good reason to refuse to 
manage a managed account. Premier managers 
have adopted it.

Nathanael Benzaken, Lyxor Asset Management
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Supporting a strong risk 
management framework

Interview with Hugues Bessette and Jonathan Planté

for investors. Lowering both the risk and the 
cost of launching new strategies by imple-
menting dynamic cash management policies 
helps investors to gain more control over their 
allocation. 

“By implementing cross-margining, Innocap 
has the capacity to create an optimal trading 
structure. Supported by a strong risk frame-
work and oversight process, our front-office 
approach aims at decreasing investors’ cost 
of financing and cost of trading. It eventually 
helps them to deploy capital more efficiently,” 
he explains.

The second key area is risk analysis. 
“Investors want the ability to move beyond 
asset class exposure analysis, or dollar allo-
cation reporting. They want the ability to slice 
and dice their portfolio using any type of clas-
sifications, and have the possibility to develop 
and adapt their risk or reporting framework 
according to the underlying risk return pro-
file of the strategy – whether it is CTA, long/
short equity, long/short commodities, or 
global macro.”

Different hedge fund strategies require dif-
ferent risk frameworks, and so investors now 
demand the ability to analyse their portfolio 
in a way that reflects the underlying market 

volatility. Expanding further on this 
burgeoning desire for more cus-
tomised and bespoke products, 
Bessette continues: “You don’t 
analyse a long/short equity in 
the same way as you would 
a global macro portfolio. That 
ability to better understand the 

underlying risks of those 
strategies based on 
the investment deci-
sion processes and 
manager behaviour 
is extremely impor-
tant to investors.”

I nnocap, the Montréal-based structuring 
and operating managed account platform 
unit co-owned by BNP Paribas and Caisse 

de dépôt et placement du Québec, was 
originally established in 1996 as the internal 
managed accounts-based fund of hedge funds 
within National Bank of Canada’s Treasury 
operations. Since then, the Innocap group 
has grown and now manages approximately 
USD7.2 billion in assets, structuring and oper-
ating customised managed account solutions 
for institutional investors globally. 

As the business has developed, and man-
aged accounts have gained in prominence 
among hedge fund investors, allocators’ pri-
orities have steadily shifted. Foremost among 
current trends and developments is risk man-
agement, and the ways in which clients utilise 
data to better manage portfolio risk.

“People are really focusing on leveraging 
the granularity of information provided by 
managed account platforms to support their 
investment decision and allocation processes, 
observes Jonathan Planté, business devel-
opment and investor relations manager at 
Innocap. Having data is one thing, but having 
the technology and expertise to deal with 
anomalies to provide clients with pertinent 
analysis is another.” 

Expanding on this point, 
Hugues Bessette, Innocap’s 
chief investment and risk officer, 
identifies three key areas where 
risk management has developed 
among allocators to enhance 
transparency and controls: cash 
efficiency, risk analytics, and the 
ability to better utilise data and 
position-based information to 
manage risks.

Bessette observes 
that cash efficiency has 
become a key element 

I N N O C A P

Hugues Bessette Jonathan Planté
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He adds: “The third key area is data, and the ability to 
increase transparency by summarising all positions and 
underlying market risks as a comprehensive reporting 
framework or, if possible, as a single graph. Investors are 
now expecting to have the same level of transparency and 
control on their external portfolios as they have on their 
internal allocations. ”

As a long-established independent business dedicated 
solely to providing managed accounts, Innocap’s focus 
rests squarely on its core function, says Planté. 

“We only do managed accounts. We have no incentive in 
selling hedge funds. We are not a consultant, we are not a 
hedge fund manager and we are not an administrator. We 
don’t have any additional services that we try to cross-sell.”

Warming to this theme, Planté believes the firm’s 
long-standing strategic focus ultimately gives the business 
an edge over many of its competitors in the managed 
accounts space.

“Our approach is entirely customisable. Thanks to the 
structure of our business model and technology, we are not 
constrained to just operating in the hedge funds industry. 
We are also very active in the private equity, infrastructure 
and private credit space.” 

He continues: “The diversity of our talents is our strong-
est asset to internalise all the managed account platform 
functions, making us more independent than other pro-
viders. We believe that this operating model eventually 
benefits the clients as it always drives our operational 
costs down.”

At the same time, this dedicated approach also allows 
Innocap to offer additional value to allocators through-
out the various stages of the decision-making process 
– defined by Bessette as pre-funding, onboarding and post 
funding; three phases he says are vital to investors when it 
comes to risk allocation and management. 

“Pre-funding analysis is the ability to complement the 
investor selection process before the onboarding phase,” 
he explains. “Our position-based analysis focused on the 
risk allocation process and market risk management. It 
is a deep-dive into the portfolio construction and trade-
sizing, drawing in risk exposure and diversification across 
time, across regions and across instruments. We also 
analyse managers’ trading skills, expertise and behaviour 
in order to better understand trading patterns relative to 
market regimes and whether or not manager decision adds 
value to the portfolio. The pre-funding analysis also covers 
liquidity of trades, capacity, and trading costs analysis. 
Those analyses are done before the client allocates capital 
to the hedge fund. It’s a great complement to investors’ 
due diligence process,” Bessette adds. 

He continues by explaining the next phase: “Post-
onboarding analysis is our ability to adapt, provide greater 
control and offer an enhanced transparency to investors, 
going far beyond traditional risk measures. Our philosophy 

is to develop customised risk frameworks, including behav-
ioural analysis, to significantly improve the understanding 
of changing underlying risks. This approach allows us to 
deliver significant value to investors.”

Looking ahead, talk turns to the challenges and opportu-
nities for managed accounts in the coming decade, as well 
as the potential barriers to growth for the business. 

For Planté, a major focus continues to be on education 
among industry participants on both sides of the alloca-
tor-manager equation, as managed accounts increasingly 
take centre-stage among hedge fund allocators. “Education 
and perception is our top focus. While the term “managed 
account” has been widely used for decades, there is still a 
misunderstanding around this notion and the services pro-
vided by a managed account platform. Combined with the 
fact that some providers are misleading asset allocators 
on the nature of managed account platform services and 
their benefits, it makes it difficult for investors to navigate 
through the industry. 

He adds: “While many investors are very knowledgeable 
in that field, others need more support. Being part of this 
ecosystem, we believe it has the responsibility, as should 
every player, to assist investors in better understanding the 
different options that are offered to them for them to take 
an informed decision”. n

Jonathan Planté
Manager, Business Development, Innocap

Hugues Bessette
Chief Investment & Risk Officer, Innocap

Jonathan Planté is Manager of Business Development and 
Investor Relations at Innocap, which he joined in 2013. In addition, 
he currently lecturers at HEC Montréal, where he teaches hedge 
funds to graduate students. During his 10 years in the alternative 
investment industry, Jonathan held various positions in both 
Europe and North America. His qualifications include a graduate 
degree in Finance from HEC Montréal, a master’s degree in 
international business development from ESC Saint Etienne as 
well as the CAIA designation.

Hugues Bessette joined Innocap in 2017. In his current role, he is 
responsible for supporting Innocap’s client allocation decisions, 
strategy implementation and portfolio investment and risk 
oversights. Prior to joining Innocap, Hugues was a Managing 
Director, Public Market at PSP Investment for 12 years, where he 
managed two active absolute-return investment strategies and 
Public Markets’ overlay portfolio. During his career, he gained 
valuable experience as a Strategist, at Bear Stearns International 
in London where he worked with Central Banks and Hedge 
Funds in developing investment strategies in rates, credits and 
currencies. Hugues also worked at CN Investment as a Fixed 
Income portfolio manager and National Bank of Canada, in the 
Treasury department. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Actuarial 
Sciences, Master in Finance and CFA designation.
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BNY Mellon HedgeMark is a dedicated managed 
account provider, solely focused on creating and 
operating managed account platforms for insti-

tutional investors. Launched in 2012, the business today 
has more than USD23 billion in assets across more than 
100 funds spanning a broad range of hedge fund strategy 
types, including long/short equity, macro, equity market 
neutral, credit, CTAs, risk premia and more.

Large institutions have gradually moved away from off-
the-rack, one-size-fits-all products and shifted towards 
strategies more tailored to their particular investment 
objectives, says Joshua Kestler, head of the business in 
New York.

Co-investments are a key area that is gathering momen-
tum, which Kestler believes has enhanced the managed 
account sector’s offering, drawing in those investors who 
are keen to tap into specific investment themes or trades.

“We have seen an increase in investors using managed 
account structures to implement co-investments over the 
last 12 months. Here, a manager may have a lot of convic-
tion in a particular trade – it could be almost anything from 
an opportunistic equity trade to a long-term position, or a 
distressed-type trade – and the end client wants to either 
size up that trade, or directly participate in a specific idea. 
The trade is then deployed in a managed account that is 
under the investor’s control.” 

He continues: “We have a few clients who have co-in-
vestment vehicles and all have relationships with multiple 
managers who may see an opportunity in the market that 
needs to be put on and implemented quickly. They are able 
to implement these ideas in a relatively fast and expedient 
manner through the managed account.”

Elsewhere, Kestler points to a range of components – 
the types of investment vehicle, the degree of transparency, 
the structure of fees and the range of service providers – 
that are increasingly tailor-made to clients’ demands.

“The managed account structure has created an option 
for the investor to truly customise the investment experi-
ence to their specifications,” he explains. 

Recent growth has been spurred by an increased 
demand among investors for greater customisation, a trend 

that has been duly seized upon by managed account plat-
forms with relish in the past 18 months.

As well as the ability to customise structures and invest-
ment strategies, increased customisation – and, ultimately, 
lowering – of both management and performance fees is a 
common thread driving managed account investing.

“We’re in an environment where everyone in the indus-
try is looking to reduce manager fees. There’s long been 
a feeling that hedge fund fees have been too high, and 
there’s been a desire to create a custom structure that 
better aligns the interests of the investor with the manager,” 
Kestler explains. 

Delving deeper, how are the various motivations and 
goals of different investor types evolving when it comes 
to their approach to managed accounts?  For large pen-
sion fund investors, economics continue to be a primary 
concern, along with matters of control. Elsewhere, trans-
parency and customisation are becoming major themes 
among fund-of-funds businesses.

He points to one pension fund client that successfully 
saved USD 60 million per year in fees by renegotiating 
with their managers and moving its allocation over to a 
managed account model. “It’s a huge driver – economics 
is a big piece.”

He continues: “Fund-of-funds businesses tend to be 
greater users of transparency and data. They tend to have 
larger investment teams who can dedicate the resources 
to focusing on the data and have much more regular and 
informed conversations with their managers on a daily 
basis because of the transparency.

“When it comes to clients transitioning to a managed 
account model, it’s typically an evolutionary process. It is 
something that happens over time.  Clients often start by 
dipping their toe in the water with a couple of managed 
accounts to make sure they are comfortable with the pro-
cess while learning to effectively use the transparency. 
Once clients get comfortable with the structure, they grow 
their platforms more rapidly over time.”

On control, situations such as the Bernie Madoff scandal 
and fears over redemption suspension loom large among 
pension fund boards. “For the pension industry, having 
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control over their own vehicle and assets really helps check 
all the boxes for investment committees and boards of 
pension plans. The ability to mitigate fraud and other major 
reputational risks are a big motivator for pension plans.”

Managed accounts have also helped provide comfort 
to allocators concerned about managers stepping outside 
their investment mandate. 

“For every fund on our platform there are investment 
guidelines applied to the managed account. These guide-
lines are a set of rules that the client contractually agrees 
with the manager – in terms of which instruments are 
permitted, the amount of permissible leverage as well as 
other exposures, amongst other restrictions. These are the 
parameters pursuant to which the manager is required to 
trade the portfolio.” He says.

“We monitor compliance with these guidelines every day. 
In one instance, we found that a manager traded Bitcoin 
– which was not on the list of permitted instruments. Our 
client confirmed that it did not want Bitcoin exposure in 
the portfolio and, therefore, the manager was required to 
promptly liquidate that trade. 

“If the client had been in the commingled fund, they 
would have had Bitcoin exposure and been none the wiser. 
But the transparency and oversight we provide prevented 
an unwanted exposure.”

While fees have been the subject of a protracted wrangle 
between investors and managers, one area less frequently 
explored is expenses. Says Kestler: “Investors often think 
about fees but they don’t think about the expense side. 
There can often be many different expenses that investors 
are getting hit with – managed accounts are one way to 
limit and prevent unwanted expenses.”

He adds: “We’ve had several instances where man-
agers have attempted to send an 

invoice through to the fund relating 
to an expense that was not con-
tractually permitted to be passed 
through to the managed account. 

Unlike commingled funds where 
the hedge fund manager typically 

has extremely wide leeway in their documents to pass 
through all kinds of expenses to the fund, in the context 
of a managed account, managers are generally prohibited 
from passing expenses through to the fund without the 
approval of the client.”

Turning to potential challenges further down the line, 
Kestler expects the managed account model to remain 
resilient as a way of investing and getting exposure to 
hedge funds, regardless of industry performance.

“I don’t really see too many hurdles to continued growth 
in the managed account space. I think our niche industry 
has been generally immune to performance challenges in 
the broader hedge fund industry,” he says. “Many insti-
tutional investors believe that managed accounts are a 
superior way of accessing the asset class particularly if 
you’re someone that allocates large dollar amounts.”

He continues: “It’s less about people putting new money 
into the space and more about them changing the way that 
they invest their existing allocation. This structural transition 
has helped our industry have a certain level of immunity 
from any kind of performance issues.”

That said, Kestler is keen to stress the importance of 
positive performance. “2019 was actually a pretty good 
year for hedge fund performance. Unfortunately, hedge 
fund performance tends to be compared to t S&P returns, 
particularly during a bull market. While this comparison is 
common, it is flawed and misplaced.”

Building on this point, he suggests there remains a need 
to continue to educate investors about the appropriate 
role of, and the reasons for having, hedge funds within a 
broader investment portfolio. 

“We would all love for the equity markets to go up for-
ever, but inevitably at some point things will turn – and 

that’s often when hedge funds play 
their strongest role,” he remarks. 
“Broadly, hedge funds are meant 
to provide risk-adjusted returns 
with lower volatility and less cor-
relation to the broader markets.” n
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INNOCAP
Benefiting from its expertise and state-of-the-art technology, Innocap is a global leader in the 
managed accounts industry, as well as in operational, financial and regulatory risk management 
solutions. As at October 31, 2019, the company and its subsidiaries managed USD7.2 billion in 
assets for institutional investors, financial institutions and fund managers in North America, Europe 
and Asia. Innocap is jointly owned by BNP Paribas, Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec 
and the management team.

Contact: Jonathan Planté | jonathan.plante@innocap.com | +1 514 390 7918
www.innocap.com

HEDGEMARK
HedgeMark Advisors, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon 
Corporation. HedgeMark specialises in supporting institutional clients in the development and 
operation of their own private hedge fund dedicated managed account platforms. HedgeMark 
seamlessly handles the set-up, operations and oversight of your DMA platform. Since 2012, 
we have launched over 170 DMAs for our clients. HedgeMark also provides risk analytics and 
investment guideline monitoring services to clients including, among others, liquid alternative 
mutual funds and UCITs funds. 

HedgeMark’s DMA and risk reporting businesses have grown significantly and have developed 
an institutional client base which includes public and private pensions, funds of funds, alternative 
asset managers, wealth managers, consultants and family office clients. In 2019, HedgeMark 
became the largest managed account platform in the industry, with over USD22 billion in 
platform assets.
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